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on the "weighted average cost of capital" Arditti [1] concludes,
among other things, that ". . . the components ofthe weighted average after-tax
cost of capital have been incorrectly specified," and that ". . . the capital
structure that minimizes the weighted average after-tax cost of capital is a
non-optimal one." He arrives at these conclusions via a two-step procedure:
First, he derives a relationship that he claims is the correct weighted average
after-tax cost of capital. Second, he shows that the capital structure that
minimizes his weighted average after-tax cost of capital is inconsistent with
maximization of the total market value of the firm.
The primary purpose of this comment is to reconcile the generally accepted
definition of the after-tax weighted average cost of capital (wacc) with the
definition proposed by Arditti. In accomplishing this objective we will derive
three definitions of the wacc, and will show that the capital structure that
minimizes two of the three definitions (within Arditti's framework) is an optimal
one.
The traditional wacc is derived from the relationship between the market value
of a levered firm, VL, and its unlevered counterpart, Vu, both of which are
expected to earn the perpetual cash flow X before interest and taxes.' Specifically,
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where
t = marginal tax rate applicable to corporate earnings.
D = total market value of corporate debt.
rt = rate at which the market capitalizes the expected retums net of taxes of
an unlevered firm.
By differentiating (1) with respect to investment I, we obtain the investment
acceptability criterion
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* The ideas expressed herein are those of the authors alone and do not reflect the opinions of their
respective institutions.
** Ohio State University and Morgan Guaranty Trust Company, respectively.
I. This definition of the earnings stream implies non-depreciable assets and zero growth in
earnings.
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From (2) we can derive three definitions of the wacc, each of which is appropriate for discounting different earnings flows, and all of which yield equivalent
firm values. If we assume a constant debt/total value ratio, so that dD/dl =
D/VL, let S be the total market value of common stock, kt be the after-tax required
retum on equity, i be the expected return on debt, and w, be the before-tax
wacc, then we can derive the relationship that is most commonly labeled the
before-tax wacc

Note that this relationship is equivalent to Arditti's (la), which he also calls the
before-tax wacc, only if his r is interpreted as kt/(l - t). It appears that it is his
failure to distinguish clearly between r (equity retum in a world of no taxes) and
kt (equity retum in a world with taxes) that leads to his disagreement with
received cost of capital doctrine. Th^ cost of capital defined in (3) is properly
used to discount the earnings flow X, so that
Wi

Multiplication of (4) by (1 - t) yields a second definition of the wacc.
(5)
(5a)
or
^ X(l-t)

(6)

W2

It is Wj that is defined as the after-tax wacc by those authors with whom Arditti
takes issue.* According to this definition of the wacc, the total market value of
the firm equals the expected pure equity after-tax cash flow discounted at Wj.
The same conclusion is reached by recognizing that
X' = (X - iD)(l - t) + iD
= X(l - t) -H tiD

(7)

and from (5) and (7)

VL

Since kt = (X - iD)(l - t) ^ , have

2. These include [2] pp. 123-124 and 173, [4] pp. 154 and 252-257. and [5] pp. 152 and 318-320.
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which again is the after-tax wacc used to discount the earnings X^l - t)^ Arditti's equations (4b) and (5) suggest, however, that the earnings X* = (X -iD)
(1 - t) + iD are discounted at the rate

If we again interpret r = kt/(l - t), this becomes

It should be reasonably obvious that it is appropriate to discount different
definitions of the earnings stream (i.e., X(l - t) vs. X') at different "cost of
capital" (i.e., W2 vs. W3).
We will now show that when specified and used correctly, both rates yield
identical results. The results are equivalent if
X(l - t) ^ X'
W2

W3

which implies that
- t)

- t)
Substituting (5a) for W2 gives

But, we know that
kt(S) = X(l - t) - iD(l - t),
hence

which corresponds to our original definition of W3 and to Arditti's (6a) when
kt = r(l - t).
Thus, we have three costs of capital and three equivalent specifications of
total market value—(4), (6), and
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^ (X - iD)(l - t) -HP

Since the numerators of market value specifications (4) and (6) are constants
independent of corporate capital structure, minimization of w, and W2 will, in
fact, maximize VL. Further, since Wj differs from Wj only by the scale factor
(1 - t), both "costs of capital" reach minima at the same point. However, the
same is not true for market value specification (8). In (8) the numerator is not
independent of corporate capital structure; the capital structure that minimizes
W3 will not, in general, maximize VL.'
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